
Cost Analysis of Lighting Proposal - Logic Illumination 

20W LED 2700 Lumens   Quantity  Unit price  Total  
LED Post Stop Style Light-20W  250   $500   $125,000  
15ft Pole 4" Diameter   250   $300   $ 75,000 
Installation cost *         $ 12,500 
Estimated Sales Tax      %7.44   $ 14,875 
Total Project cost         $227,375 
 
40W LED- 5400 Lumens   Quantity  Unit price  Total  
LED Post Stop Style Light-40W  250   $580   $145,000  
15ft Pole 4" Diameter   250   $300   $ 75,000 
Installation cost *         $ 12,500 
Estimated Sales Tax      %7.44   $ 16,368 
Total Project cost         $248,868 
 
*Installation is done by Logic Illumination and includes removal of old light poles, installation and 
transportation of old light pole to roll-off dumpster.  Association would be responsible for the cost of 
disposing of the light posts.  We will use our construction debris roll-offs for this purpose and just call 
for the extra pulls.  
 
 

                                                                               

 



Cost Analysis of Lighting Proposal - Envision Lighting Systems 

24W LED 3000 Lumens   Quantity  Unit price  Total  
LED Post Stop Style Light-24W  250      $239,583.33  
15ft Pole 4" Diameter   250      $  
Installation cost *         $ 20,000 
Estimated Sales Tax      %7.44   $ 17,729.16 
Total Project cost         $277,312.49 
 

                                                    
 
37W LED- 4000 Lumens   Quantity  Unit price  Total  
LED Post Stop Style Light-37W ** 250      $262,500  
15ft Pole 4" Diameter   250      $  
Installation cost *         $ 20,000 
Estimated Sales Tax      %7.44   $ 19,425 
Total Project cost         $301,925 
 

 
 
 
*Installation would need to be done by an outside electrician, therefore I had the project quoted by 
VYBZ Electric.  They will install the new light poles and take down the old ones. However, it would be 
up to our staff to take the old ones to the roll-off dumpster.  The Association would be responsible for 
the cost of disposing of the light posts.  We will use our construction debris roll-offs for this purpose 
and just call for the extra pulls.  
 
**The fixture for the 24W 3000 lumens light cannot accommodate the 37W-4000 LED, so another 
fixture had to be chosen for this option. This was the closest to the first one that Envision could find. 
Also, they did not have any lighting options over the 37W that could fit into any similar fixture, so for 
the purpose of this comparison, I told them to just quote the 37W.  
 


